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Waterboarding useful but torture - former U.S. agent | World | Reuters 
By Andy Sullivan WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Waterboarding saved lives in the war against al Qaeda 
but is torture and should not be used, an ex-CIA interrogator ... 
in.reuters.com/article/worldNews/idINIndia-30938320071211 - 51k - Cached - Similar pages - Note this

Pensees sur les USA: Waterboarding useful but torture: former U.S. ... 
Waterboarding useful but torture: former U.S. agent. By Andy Sullivan. WASHINGTON (Reuters) - 
Waterboarding saved lives in the war against al Qaeda but is ... 
politiquesusa.blogspot.com/2007/12/waterboarding-useful-but-torture-former.html - 63k 
- Cached - Similar pages - Note this

United States: trade in torture, by Stephen Grey 
He was handed over to US agents, who flew him to Cairo, where he was tortured for six months, 
according to his US lawyer, Professor Joe Margulies, ... 
mondediplo.com/2005/04/04usatorture - 40k - Cached - Similar pages - Note this

Stephen Grey: US agents ‘kidnapped militant’ for torture in Egypt 
Although details of the inquiry remain confidential, the Italians are thought to be investigating claims 
that Nasr was taken by US intelligence agents to ... 
www.stephengrey.com/2005/02/us-agents-kidnapped-militant-for.html - 75k 
- Cached - Similar pages - Note this

Asia Times Online :: Southeast Asia news and business from ... 
Jan 25, 2008 ... Rights advocates monitoring southern Thailand's conflict note a striking similarity 
between the torture techniques US agents are known to ... 
www.atimes.com/atimes/Southeast_Asia/JA25Ae01.html - 47k - Cached - Similar pages - Note this

Torture by proxy / How immigration threw a traveler to the wolves 
He was not accused of any crimes, but U.S. agents wanted him questioned further by ... Our 
intelligence agencies have a name for this torture-by-proxy. ... 
www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2004/01/04/INGPQ40MET1.DTL - 44k 
- Cached - Similar pages - Note this

Report: Egypt Conducting Torture for US 
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May 11, 2005 ... He said torture and other forms of mistreatment are so prevalent in Egypt ... and was 
interrogated by US agents before being sent to Egypt. ... 
www.truthout.org/docs_2006/051105Y.shtml - 11k - Cached - Similar pages - Note this

FOXNews.com - Report: CIA Agent Says Waterboarding is 'Torture ... 
Report: CIA Agent Says Waterboarding is 'Torture, But Necessary'. Monday, December 10, 2007. E-
Mail; Print; Digg This! del.icio.us ... 
www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,316382,00.html - 45k - Cached - Similar pages - Note this

US accused of ‘torture flights’ - Sunday Times - Times Online 
Nov 14, 2004 ... The admissibility in court of evidence gained under torture is being ... Witnesses 
described seeing the prisoners handed to US agents whose ... 
www.timesonline.co.uk/article/0,,2089-1357699,00.html - Similar pages - Note this

Get Involved! 
A favorable Senate vote for this amendment is critical to stopping the use of torture by any US agent, 
anywhere in the world. » Take action! ... 
www.amnestyusa.org/page.do?n=38 - 44k - Cached - Similar pages - Note this
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